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Ophelia Sympathize with Your Phantasy

Introduction 

January Dream within a Dream 

February Mirror Lake

At lucid lake Vanishing is my soul quitely passing toward endlessness / A destined time remains a deep sorrow inside A 

sore trace leaves an large illusion A tear in the wind remains a deep solitude inside A sore place leaves an large destiny 

/ The veiled place Where the wind is shattered Where an undying soul is embraced inside Reveals again As the time passes 

by Is scattered away As the light comes down / Toward clouds embroidering the sky Petals lost their souls flutter away / 

A destined time remains a deep sorrow inside A sore trace leaves an large illusion A tear in the wind remains a deep 

solitude inside A sore place leaves an large destiny / The veiled place Where the wind is shattered Where an undying soul 

is embraced inside Reveals again As the time passes by Is scattered away As the light comes down / Toward clouds 

embroidering the sky Petals lost their souls flutter away / Under the moonlight Receding into longing Surrounded by a 

flow and life Falling is the rain / The veiled place Where the wind is shattered Where an undying soul is embraced inside 

Reveals again As the time passes by Is scattered away As the light comes down / Toward clouds embroidering the sky 

Petals lost their souls flutter away / Comes the dawn Again 

March Spring

The Spring comes through the long winter Awakened by gorgeous sunshine The world dyes with greeny floral color That 

spring breeze smiles upon / Too early greeting the spring The time leaves already / The Spring which all the livings 

waited for The beginning of the new season The time filled with throb and hope There's just a sound of children running 

freed from their heavy winter clothing / Too early greeting the spring The time leaves already Unbearable warmth Longing 

for the winter cold / With the careless time and shackles of cause and effect Just repeat my last fullness / Spinning 

round, never changing and pity my figure Watch myself vacantly / Many seasons passed In front of the clock shut down 

Looking back the memories of the last seasons And just let myself release my mind

April Objet Petit A 

I helplessly watch the bottom of my heart Poor is my truth Evanescence So I desire / Even the habitual sympathy is what 

I'm longing for Unable to catch Unable to let go Please see me and save me / An innocent child holding its breath inside 

my heart Unable to hide Unable to run Please see me and save me

Body

May Water Deep

Hope to be disappeared without a sound Hope to be abandoned without regret Hope to be forgotten from every memory 

Hope to be vanished my every trace / Hold my hands Sympathizing with each other The ocean of rest opens up before our 

eyes Deep into the water of oblivion / Slʌŋ Slʌŋ Slʌŋ Drowning Slʌŋ Slʌŋ Slʌŋ Fading Slʌŋ Slʌŋ Slʌŋ The spirit of water 
Slʌŋ Slʌŋ Slʌŋ The water deep / Hope to be disappeared without emotion / Hope to be abandoned without a wish / Hope to 
be forgotten from every dear face / Hope to be vanished my every hope / Hold my hands For knowing each other's hurts 

Hoping tranquility of loss Kissing the water of oblivion / Slʌŋ Slʌŋ Slʌŋ Drowned Slʌŋ Slʌŋ Slʌŋ Fading Slʌŋ Slʌŋ Slʌŋ The 
spirit of water Slʌŋ Slʌŋ Slʌŋ The water deep / Rejoice This is our final home Endless drowning into the abyss The cold 
world only with darkness and silence The warmth of your hand remains under the water deep / Severance of relations 

Consolation for hurts Rite to be vanished The cold world Discontinuance of time Blissfulness toward the end Fall into the 

water deep

June Chant of The Night

Now the night comes to rule the world and the darkness comes to devour the world The moment for every creation for its 

sleep The moment only just for me Wandering alone through the darkness Everything is invisible Just heed the sound of 

the night Now Awake and rise / The one possessing an exhausted body The one dreaming of endless rest / See 

Strangeness of the night makes time suspended Feel Delicateness of the night makes soul awakened Hear Silence of the 

night makes resonance from the abyss amplified Forage Endlessness of the night makes you drown in agony / Run to the 

end of the night Run till you fall down Sleep feel free to release your exhausted body Sleep feel free to close your eyes 

/ Let me cradle Let me fall into lightless dream Let me rest in peace Let me escape from the endless night Let me be 

insane Let me fall asleep to a lullaby Let me fade away Let me lose a clear consciousness / The solitary sky veiling its 

face only emits darkness with silence Fading is the wind colliding with your very soul remaining only fragments Barley 
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beating is the heart facing its unbearable pain / Let me cradle Let me fall into lightless dream Let me rest in peace Let 

me escape from the endless night Let me be insane Let me fall asleep to a lullaby Let me fade away Let me lose a clear 

consciousness

July Floating, and Drowning

In my heart In my very soul Water drops with deep unknown Nowhere to go Only to stay there / Drenched to the skin 

with this black water Silently drowned so deep with infinite weightiness / My eyes lose my body watch me drowning My 

shattered shape A gaze without affection A witness without will / Being dissolved in water Becoming transparent without 

any trace Remaining aloof Remaining calm All the sorrow pain and coldness slowly fade away

August Mist Forest

Somewhere I open my eyes through the long night My eyes are flooded by the mist Moist breathe of the world Pure white 

wave of my very soul Can't remember anything Don't remember anything

September Ophelia

The fate entangles you with despair and leads you to the last realm / Closed lips open at this last moment A truth 

reveals with the last breath Finally thy soul and vague memories are freed Thy eyes open at the glamorous funeral 

beneath the sky / On the mirror lake a willow is reflected On the tree are thou wearing a flower crown Like a feeble 

flower / Thou Lightly fall in upon the lake with the flower crown shattered Thou art scattered into the water with thy 

beautiful hair down / Closed lips open at this last moment A truth reveals with the last breath Finally thy soul and vague 

memories are freed Thy eyes open at the glamorous funeral beneath the sky / Thou Lightly fall in upon the lake with the 

flower crown shattered Thou art scattered into the water with thy beautiful hair down / Closed lips open at this last 

moment A truth reveals with the last breath Finally thy soul and vague memories are freed Thy eyes open at the 

glamorous funeral beneath the sky 

Conclusion

October Calm

November Same moment, different dream

The collapse always starts from a little crack It sprinkles compound of memories It destroys structure of meaning The 

Belief slips into the crack Finally the empty space takes its own place / The little crack expands to the whole world 

Everything becomes clear facing the space collapsing Memories and meanings are reconstructed Leaving behind a jarring 

sound of the crack / Let me sleep Let me return to that blissful dream Let me rest in peace Let me escape from this cruel 

reality / Let me define thee by my will Let me recognize the brittle of the truth Let me stand with a clear consciousness 

Let me escape this cruel reality / A long lonesome dream that I dreamt alone A bitter-sweet dream that I dreamt alone / 

Now is the time to wake the dream Cruel sunshine of the morning awakes me Facing this undeniably cruel reality The 

fragment of the memories unable to be left pierces my hands / Holding hands We went out Under the bright sunlight we 

drank tea / Whispering singing songs of happiness We napped under the drowsy wind / Holding hands we went out Under 

the bracing breeze we ran about Endless laugh a moment of happiness Here comes the end Dream on So long / Now is the 

time to wake the dream Cruel sunshine of the morning awakes me Facing this undeniably cruel reality / The fragment of 

the memories unable to be left pierces my hands / Despite sharing the same moment We dream differently

December A Walk to Remember

January Communis

The world vanishing endlessly The will of life toward creation Holding the shining pride I will face the darkness / Where 

I've returned from this long journey I remember every path that I once passed I shake hands with my varied souls I wave 

a farewell to my varied fellows / Where my sorrowful memories fall asleep The faint scent holds me I just smile upon this 

eternal cycle bearing tears of the world inside / The world vanishing endlessly The will of life toward creation Holding 

the shining pride I will face the darkness / My laugh at gravity I dance freely Unbearable lightness I throw myself into 

the blue wind Watch incapacitating shackles of black water Seeding water drops I present moist breath to the world I am 

nothing for being in mirror shape I am everything for being lost myself I dream of the lofty mountain risen from the deep 

ocean Create your infinite way with the tension of powers A gift to the world My poem / The world vanishing endlessly 

The will of life toward creation Holding the shining pride I will face the darkness


